ABSTRACT

Purpose. Excessive external load is a likely cause of running injuries. Although minimal running has been suggested as a possible approach to reduce impact and injury risk, an abrupt transition from conventional shoes to minimal running is also related to injuries. Therefore, the partial minimalist shoe has been suggested as a training strategy for a safe transition to minimal running. The study investigated if 8 weeks of training in partial minimalist shoe could improve impact control of shod and barefoot running.

Methods. Recreational runners (12 men, 2 women), inexperienced in minimal running, performed 3 training sessions/week in partial minimalist shoes for 8 weeks. Before and after the intervention, the participants ran on a treadmill at 2.5 m/s under two conditions: in their habitual shoes and barefoot. Vertical ground reaction force (VGrF) was recorded.

Results. After the intervention, reduced values of the first peak (16.7% for shod, 36.7% for barefoot), time to reach the first peak (7.7% for shod, 30.2% for barefoot), and the load rate of the first peak (9.8% for shod, 9.5% for barefoot) were observed for both conditions ($p < 0.001$). Six subjects dropped out from the intervention.

Conclusions. Partial minimalist training improved VGrF variables related to shock attenuation. Thus, the 8-week running training program with partial minimalist shoes was an effective approach to increase impact control. The intervention reduced the impact force in both shod and barefoot running, arising as a feasible option to progressively transition to minimal running.
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[15, 18], to modify biomechanical characteristics of running [19–22], and to encourage positive adaptations in the human structures [7, 8, 23]. Such changes seem to improve parameters related to shock attenuation and performance, and might facilitate a safe and appropriate transition to barefoot running [7, 23–25]. Warne et al. [25] observed reduced plantar pressure after 4 weeks of running in minimalist shoes. The size of intrinsic muscles of the foot increased after a 10-week period in minimalist shoes [23]. After 12 weeks of simulated barefoot running, McCarthy et al. [24] revealed kinematic parameters similar to barefoot and higher preference for a forefoot strike pattern.

However, other evidence suggests that minimalist shoes have no influence on or increase injury risk [26–29]. Previous studies reported increased impact forces [30], peak of plantar pressure [31], and joint power [32–35] during running under these conditions. Additionally, stress fractures have been observed in minimalist runners [3, 36–38].

Case reports indicate that injuries in minimalist running are related to an abrupt transition from conventional to minimalist shoes [36–38]. Therefore, the way that transition is done must be considered by runners and seems to be an important factor to achieve minimal running safely. There are different transition methods and the best outcomes likely result from an interaction between several factors, such as running experience, exposure to minimalist shoes, and length of the transition period [39]. Considering the wide variety of minimalist footwear, a possible and practical way of transitioning could be through different levels of minimalist shoes.

Self-described ‘minimalist shoes’ are offered by multiple footwear manufacturers. Minimalist shoes typically present reduced cushioning, lower heel height, lower heel-forefoot offset; they are highly flexible and lighter than conventional shoes, and have no stabilizing devices [40]. Nevertheless, minimalist shoes can vary in design characteristics from very minimalistic to more structured and partial minimalist shoes [18]. The partial minimalist shoes have many characteristics of minimalist shoes but less pronounced, and they are classified as distinct from minimalist and conventional shoes. Considering that different models of minimalist footwear seem to target different aspects of ‘barefoot’ running style and influence runners in various ways [18], manufacturers have suggested partial minimalist shoes as a possible training tool to induce primary adaptations to minimalist running and to transition progressively and cautiously adopt minimalist shoes and/or barefoot condition.

To the best of our knowledge, few researches have investigated the use of minimalist or partial minimalist shoes as a training approach. Despite impact forces and their manipulation (e.g. through different footwear and surfaces) have been reported as possible causes of injuries in running [2, 5, 6, 9], no study has focused on how the adoption of partial minimalist shoes as a training approach could manipulate shock attenuation and mechanical load parameters of shod and barefoot running. As far as we know, there is still no sufficient theoretical basis to fully encourage the adoption of minimalist shoes in running training to seek the reduction of external forces. Longitudinal research concerning the transition to minimal protective running remains sparse.

Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate whether an 8-week running training program with partial minimalist shoes was an effective training approach to change VGRF parameters related to impact and improve shock attenuation in both shod and barefoot condition. Our hypothesis was that 8 weeks of running training in partial minimalist shoes would be enough to induce changes in running kinetics. It was also hypothesized that training in partial minimalist shoes would reduce impact force parameters in both shod and barefoot running.

Material and methods

Subjects

The total of 14 recreational runners (12 men and 2 women, 28.4 ± 7.3 years, 72.7 ± 7.8 kg, 1.74 ± 0.06 m) without experience in running barefoot and/or in minimalist shoes, but experienced in running on treadmills (at least 6 months of experience) were recruited for the study. A questionnaire was used to collect information about age, running experience, running distance per week, foot strike pattern, and previous lower limb injuries. Participants were excluded if they had suffered from any structural injury in the previous 12 months and/or had any experience in running barefoot or with minimalist shoes. Additionally, foot strike pattern was self-reported and participants who presented a midfoot or forefoot strike pattern were excluded from the study.

Intervention

A fitted pair of partial minimalist shoes was provided to each participant. The model adopted in the study was the New Balance 890™ (Figure 1). The shoe model is commercially available and, in accordance with its
construction characteristics, has been classified by the manufacturer as an intermediate level of minimalist shoe. The shoe chosen has lower values of absolute heel height (40 mm), heel-forefoot offset (12 mm), and weight (250 g) when compared with average values of conventional cushioned shoes worn by the participants (absolute heel height, 45 mm; heel-forefoot offset, 18 mm; weight, 280 g). The NB 890 have ‘mesh’ type upper (made of synthetic materials). Midsole uses the RE-Vlite® technology, developed by the manufacturer, utilizing lighter viscoelastic and being 30% lighter than conventional materials. Flexible rubber is the main material used to make the outsole. The minimalist index score (MI) of the partial minimalist shoe, calculated as suggested by Esculier et al. [40], is 40%, which means that the shoe adopted in our study would be in an intermediary position in the spectrum of most to least minimalist.

To focus only on the shoe effect, all participants were instructed to maintain their habitual weekly running distance and training periodization. In order to meet this demand, training sessions were prepared by professionals, researchers, and participants together. All training sessions were supervised by the researchers. The participants were characterized by a minimum of 6 months of regular running training, an average weekly running distance of 88.3 km (range, 60–120 km), and an average weekly training volume of 4 sessions (range, 3–5 sessions). For 8 weeks, 3 training sessions of the total sessions per week planned for each runner were performed with partial minimalist shoe. In other words, the only modification was to wear the partial minimalist shoe in 3 training sessions per week, independently of the total weekly training sessions.

Experimental protocol

The participants ran, before and after intervention, at 2.5 m/s on an instrumented treadmill under two experimental conditions: barefoot and shod. The shod condition was chosen to test the intervention effectiveness because that is the way runners usually do their exercises. The unshod condition, in turn, was chosen to observe whether the possible benefits provided by the partial minimalist shoe would be extended to barefoot running. Experimental condition order was balanced to avoid learning effects.

Each session test started with participants performing a 5-minute warm-up at self-selected velocity on a treadmill. After that, they ran during 10 minutes at 2.5 m/s on the instrumented treadmill in both barefoot and shod conditions. The runners had a 2-minute interval between each trial while the experimental condition was changed. For the shod trial, they wore their own habitual running shoes, i.e. conventional cushioned running shoes, presenting similar characteristics of materials and construction for all participants.

Equipment and data acquisition

Ground reaction force data were obtained through an instrumented treadmill (Gaitway Instrumented Treadmill System 9810S1 mounted on a Trotter Treadmill Model 685, 01-06560201 chassis) with 2 piezoelectric force plates (Kistler, Inc.) assembled on its surface. Three trials of 10 s were recorded (at minute 0, 5, and 10) by the Gaitway system to document the VGRF. An average of 20 steps (10 right and 10 left) were obtained in each trial acquisition. The sampling rate was set at 2.6 kHz.

Data analysis

The VGRF data were low pass filtered by a Butterworth filter (4th order, 90 Hz cut-off frequency). The start and end of each left and right step was determined with a 30-N threshold. The VGRF was normalized by individual body weight (BW), and the time was normalized by the total support time (0–100% of the sup-
port, 0.1% lag). Specific mathematical routines were developed in MATLAB 2009b (MathWorks, USA) for signal processing.

The occurrence of the first peak of VGRF was checked (Figure 2) and the percentage of steps presenting the first peak was obtained. To check the occurrence of the first peak, first of all, the global maximum of the curve was located; if there was a local maximum in the curve before the global maximum, then the first one was considered the first peak. Thus, when the steps presented a clear first peak, the following variables were calculated: magnitude of the first peak (Fv1); time to the first peak (tFv1); loading rate of the first peak (vLr1), calculated by the ratio Fv1/tFv1; and impulse during the first 50 ms of stance (Imp50), calculated from the area under the VGRF versus time curve, until 50 ms. These variables are related to the mechanical load applied to the human body during movement [6, 7, 15, 41].

Statistical analysis

Data normal distribution was checked with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, while homoscedasticity was tested by the Levene test. The chi-square test was performed to verify and compare the first peak occurrence among the experimental conditions (use of footwear and moment of evaluation). For the steps in which the first peak occurred and, therefore, the VGRF variables were obtained, a factorial analysis of variance for repeated measures with 2 factors (use of footwear and moment) was performed to compare shod and unshod running, as well as the pre- and post-intervention moments. The Tukey HSD test was carried out as post hoc test. The level of significance was 5%. The statistical analysis was performed with SAS 9.1 software (SAS Institute Inc., USA).

Ethical approval

The research related to human use has been complied with all the relevant national regulations and institutional policies, has followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and has been approved by the authors’ institutional review board or an equivalent committee.

Informed consent

Informed consent has been obtained from all individuals included in this study.

Results

Out of the 14 participants who entered the study (12 men and 2 women, 28.4 ± 7.3 years, 72.7 ± 7.8 kg, 1.74 ± 0.06 m), 8 runners completed the training protocol (6 men and 2 women, 24.5 ± 5.2 years, 71.0 ± 7.6 kg, 1.72 ± 0.04 m) and were included in the final analysis. Despite the dropouts, the group baseline characteristics remained similar.

The sample represents an adherence of 57.1% to running training in partial minimalist shoe. Dropouts from the study occurred for different reasons. One participant had an accident not related to the intervention proposed and 5 runners complained of pain or incurred injuries requiring rest, physiotherapy and/or rehabilitation: 2 reported knee pain while 3 experienced pain in the anterior portion of the thigh. Four of them dropped out in the 6th week and 2 abandoned the training in the 7th week.

The interaction between the factors was identified and significant differences were observed ($p < 0.05$) for VGRF parameters in response to training in partial minimalist shoe (Table 1). Barefoot running showed smaller occurrence of the first peak (Fv1 occurrence)

Table 1. Mean values of the first peak occurrence and mean and standard deviation values of the VGRF variables (only for curves with a clear first peak) in both conditions (shod and barefoot), before (PRE) and after intervention (POST) ($p < 0.05$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>PRE</th>
<th>POST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shod</td>
<td>Barefoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fv1 occurrence (% of steps)$^{a,b,c,d}$</td>
<td>81.49%</td>
<td>50.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fv1 (BW)$^{a,b,c,d}$</td>
<td>1.50 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.50 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tFv1 (ms)$^{a,b,c,d}$</td>
<td>40.77 ± 1.11</td>
<td>21.62 ± 1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vLR1 (BW/s)$^{a,b,c,d}$</td>
<td>36.81 ± 0.98</td>
<td>69.80 ± 3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp50 (BW·s)</td>
<td>356.00 ± 1.74</td>
<td>372.00 ± 1.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fv1 – magnitude of the first peak, BW – body weight, tFv1 – time to the first peak, vLR1 – loading rate of the first peak, Imp50 – impulse during the first 50 ms of stance

$^{a}$ significant difference between PRE and POST for the shod condition; $^{b}$ significant difference between PRE and POST for the barefoot condition; $^{c}$ significant difference between shod and barefoot in PRE; $^{d}$ significant difference between shod and barefoot in POST
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compared with shod running ($p < 0.001$). Shod running revealed higher ($p < 0.001$) occurrence of the first peak after intervention, while barefoot running had smaller ($p < 0.001$) first peak occurrence after intervention.

For the steps presenting the first impact peak, differences were found ($p < 0.05$) for all VGrF variables between pre- (PRE) and post-intervention (POST), except for Imp50. In shod condition, the intensity of Fv1 was different between PRE and POST, being 16.7% smaller in POST ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ confidence interval [CI], 0.25 $\pm$ 0.08 BW). Similarly, tFv1 and vLR1 showed reduced values after the intervention for shod condition, being 7.7% ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, 3.13 $\pm$ 3.06 ms) and 9.8% ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, 3.62 $\pm$ 2.51 BW/s) smaller in POST, respectively. For barefoot, there was a decrease of about 36.7% in Fv1 ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, 0.55 $\pm$ 0.11 BW), of 30.2% in tFv1 ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, 6.53 $\pm$ 3.46 ms), and of 9.5% in vLR1 ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, 6.65 $\pm$ 9.80 BW/s) for POST compared with PRE.

The tFv1 was different between shod and barefoot in PRE and in POST (Table 1), being 47.0% ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, 19.15 $\pm$ 3.41 ms) and 59.9% ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, 19.15 $\pm$ 3.41 ms) smaller for barefoot, respectively. In contrast, barefoot showed higher values of vLR1 in PRE (89.6%) ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, –32.99 $\pm$ 7.22 BW/s) and in POST (90.3%) ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, –29.96 $\pm$ 7.09 BW/s) when compared with the shod condition ($p < 0.001$). In PRE, there was no significant difference in Fv1 between the shod and barefoot conditions, whereas the shod condition showed an Fv1 31.6% higher ($p < 0.001$; mean difference $\pm$ CI, 0.40 $\pm$ 0.11 BW) than the barefoot condition in POST. Illustrative mean VGrF curves (considering only steps with the first peak) obtained for one participant during shod and barefoot running before and after intervention are presented in Figure 2.

**Discussion**

The study aimed to investigate whether an 8-week running training program with a commercially available partial minimalist shoe was an effective training approach to change VGrF parameters related to shock attenuation and impact force control. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the effects of training in partial minimalist shoe on shod and barefoot running kinetics.

The main finding of the study was that even a structured minimalist shoe (Mi = 40%) was enough to elicit changes in VGrF parameters in the 8-week training. Important biomechanical variables related to impact regulation, such as Fv1, tFv1, and vLR1, were influenced by the 8-week running training in partial minimalist shoe. The results are similar to those reported in other studies for very minimalistic shoes [7, 15, 25]. Additionally, training in partial minimalist shoe changed the frequency of Fv1 occurrence for barefoot, which corroborates the literature [7, 15, 42]. Such results denote that 8 weeks of running training with partial minimalist shoe is able to manipulate the impact load control.

The fact that changes occurred not only during barefoot running, but also during shod running is important to highlight. Barefoot running showed decreased Fv1 and vLR1 after intervention. Barefoot first peak occurrence also reduced from PRE to POST, probably as a consequence of the intervention. These results suggest that the training in partial minimalist shoe improved the impact load control in barefoot running, corroborating other studies [7, 13, 15, 33], which found disappearance of the first VGrF peak in this mechanical condition. Also, the results are in line with those achieved by Lieberman et al. [7] and Squadrone and Gallozzi [15], who reported reduced Fv1 and vLR1 in habitual barefoot runners. On the contrary, the shod running condition increased the first peak occurrence.
in POST, indicating a possibly detrimental influence on shod running. However, the reduced Fv1 and vLR1 in POST suggest changes in running kinetics and decreased impact force for this condition. It means that, despite the higher number of steps presenting the first peak, a decreased impact was observed for them, compensating the higher Fv1 occurrence. Such results suggest an improved impact regulation for shod running as a consequence of training in partial minimalist shoe. These outcomes remain in line with the studies by Warne et al. [25] and Lieberman et al. [7], who reported alterations in external forces and reduced Fv1 after minimalist training in habitual shod runners. The importance of these results is that a reduced impact force may be a relevant factor to reduce the risk of injury, mainly in exercises in which this force is applied repetitively to the body (e.g. running) [9, 43, 44]. Thus, running in partial minimalist shoe seems to be a useful training approach to improve shock attenuation, to reduce impact, and to prevent injuries in both shod and barefoot conditions. Additionally, our results seem to support the adoption of this training strategy to mediate the transition from conventional shoe to minimal running.

Shod and barefoot running presented distinct impact regulation before intervention. The smaller tFv1 and the higher vLR1 during barefoot running, as expected for habitual shod runners [7, 15, 33, 42], may indicate a less efficient impact regulation and higher mechanical load for this condition before intervention. However, the smaller occurrence of the first VGRF peak for barefoot suggests adaptive responses to this condition even before intervention. After intervention, Fv1 and the first peak occurrence were smaller in barefoot compared with shod running, which is in line with literature [7, 15, 25, 33, 42]. These results suggest that the chronic adaptations to the 8 weeks of running training in partial minimalist shoe seem to be larger in barefoot running and reinforce the possibility of improvements in impact regulation. Considering that a minimalist shoe is expected to provide a mechanical condition different from conventional shoe and closer to barefoot [7, 15, 18], barefoot running might be more sensitive to partial minimalist shoe training than shod running. Another hypothesis could be that the stimulus offered by our partial minimalist shoe could take more than 8 weeks to show more observable adaptations in shod running. McCarthy et al. [24] observed changes after 12 weeks of running training with minimalist shoes in recreational runners without experience in minimal running. Recently, Squadrone et al. [18] revealed that heel foot strikers altered spatiotemporal and kinematic parameters as response to minimalist shoes compared with barefoot and standard cushioning shoes. Additionally, the authors reported that the magnitude of these acute adaptations varied across the different types of minimalist shoe models.

Five runners dropped out from the study because of injuries or pain in lower limbs. Since there are studies associating the use of minimalist shoes to running injuries [26, 28, 29], the dropouts observed can be a consequence of the intervention proposed. Despite this, these injuries and pain could also be caused by a high volume of training. All runners who dropped out had a moderate to high running mileage and practiced swimming and cycling, too. Another point that must be highlighted is that running is a form of exercise with high incidence of injuries. Therefore, the 5 injuries attributable to running could simply reflect the high incidence of running injuries reported in other studies [4, 5, 45]. The real causes of these injuries are still unclear and cannot be described. However, it is acknowledged that the sample size restricts interpretation of injury data. Another point to be considered is that fear of injuries is the most prevalent perceived barrier in transitioning to minimal running [17]. Rothschild [17] revealed that many people were still afraid of getting injured for adopting minimalist shoes or barefoot condition. This feeling may influence the runners’ perception of and, consequently, their decision to adhere or not to a partial minimalist running program. Such factor must be accounted for when analysing the adherence in running programs based on this training approach. Nevertheless, the adherence to partial minimalist shoe training found in our study seems to be in accordance with literature. As far as we know, only McCarthy et al. [24] investigated long-term effects of minimalist shoe familiarization and reported the dropouts. They observed 36.7% of dropouts, while our study presented 42.9%. Our result is also in line with the 20–80% of absence/running injury incidence reported in literature [5, 45, 46], although these data resulted from studies with longer periods (more than 6 months) than the present study (8 weeks). In addition, the results suggest that the dropouts in the present study are in accordance with those found by other supervised exercise programs. The typical dropout rate from different types of supervised exercise programs described in literature is around 50% [47–52], although other reasons for dropouts, beyond injuries and pain, are reported in these programs. Nevertheless, our results also corroborate studies that revealed dropouts and injuries associated to the use of minimalist shoes [26, 28, 29]. An intrinsic intervention factor that may
have contributed to the dropouts was the adoption of the partial minimalist shoe without changes in relevant training variables, e.g. running distance and intensity. Although the minimalist shoe used did not have a high MI, the lower degree of minimalism may still require a longer and more gradual transition period to improve safety.

Some limitations of this study must be considered. Running tests were performed on instrumented treadmills, which can differ from fixed ground [53, 54]. To minimize this limitation, only runners with experience in treadmills were recruited for the study. The small sample size that completed the study protocol also restricts the interpretation of results. Surface is another important factor to be mentioned. Literature reports that running surface influences external forces and mechanical load [55]. Our runners trained on asphalt (streets) and treadmill predominantly, even when wearing partial minimalist shoe. Additionally, minimalist shoes can vary in design characteristics from very minimalistic to more structured shoes. Consequently, the magnitude of adaptations differs across the different types of minimalist shoe models [18]. Therefore, the results are limited to the applied model of minimalist shoe or others with similar characteristics. Finally, our outcomes are protocol-dependent and should be extrapolated to other situations carefully.

Conclusions

An 8-week running training program based on the use of partial minimalist shoes is an efficient strategy to improve parameters related to shock attenuation and impact control among recreational runners. The intervention altered the running kinetics and led to changes in variables of VGRF related to impact forces. Improvements in impact force regulation were observed in both shod and barefoot running after training. The small sample size that completed the study protocol also restricts the interpretation of results. Surface is another important factor to be mentioned. Literature reports that running surface influences external forces and mechanical load [55]. Our runners trained on asphalt (streets) and treadmill predominantly, even when wearing partial minimalist shoe. Additionally, minimalist shoes can vary in design characteristics from very minimalistic to more structured shoes. Consequently, the magnitude of adaptations differs across the different types of minimalist shoe models [18]. Therefore, the results are limited to the applied model of minimalist shoe or others with similar characteristics. Finally, our outcomes are protocol-dependent and should be extrapolated to other situations carefully.
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